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The State  
of eCommerce 
 

In our dynamic 21st century world, the 

only constant is change. With a global 

pandemic shifting our lives online in 

unprecedentedly dramatic fashion, this 

has never rung more true. 

A simple remaining fact of our new digital 

world: eCommerce has exploded and will 

only continue to grow. 

While traditional retail suffered in 2020, 

eCommerce markets around the world 

saw  double-digit growth. Latin America 

topped the charts at 36.7%, with North 

America not far behind at 31.8%. What’s 

more, Europe and Asia both saw more 

than 25% growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image source: eMarketer 

Future projections forecast even more 

good news for eCommerce on the world 

stage, predicted to hit almost 25% of all 

retail sales by 2025.  

 

This will be nearly $7.4 trillion, more than 

twice the pre-pandemic figure 

There’s no denying that 
the world of eCommerce 
is brimming with 
opportunity.   
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What eCommerce Giants  
Are Doing 
 

Take a cross-section of the eCommerce landscape today, and a few huge players will 

stand out - the “giants”, so to speak. The Ottos, Zalandos, and Wayfairs of the world.  

Just like every eCommerce business, they all started out small - then grew and scaled to 

be the formidable global forces they are today.  

A key secret to their success? The weapon they wield? 

Harnessing the power of automation:  

eCommerce style. 
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What Is  
eCommerce Automation? 
 

As an eCommerce retailer, some daily necessities are impossible to avoid. The hundreds, 

even thousands, of tedious tasks that steal bits of time here and there add up to a 

mountain of time that could be used to drive higher level strategy and growth. 

Even beyond the menial tasks lies a great behemoth many retailers have yet to tame: 

volumes and volumes of data. Untapped, it represents a monumental opportunity - using 

data-based processes to drive business growth. 

As businesses scale, these daily tasks become more time-consuming and complex - and 

downright unwieldy. Systems that were once functional are no longer efficient enough to 

keep up, and growth potential is threatened. 

Enter: automation. 

 

The world of automation has come a long way since its buzzword days - it’s no longer just 

for car assembly robots. Its umbrella now touches our lives in every aspect, and that 

includes eCommerce. It’s what the giants use to enable them to grow and scale, and it’s a 

weapon at your disposal too. 

eCommerce automation is a digital strategy wrapped in versatile technology that reaches 

every corner of an eCommerce business - from content creation to marketing, inventory 

and customer relationship management, even personalization.  

This strategy leverages software that transforms procedural, repetitive tasks and data 

processing into automated but dynamic processes that execute exactly what’s needed, 

when it’s needed. 
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The gamut of technologies that drive eCommerce automation all help you unlock two 

superpowers: 

1. Accomplish way more, in way less time 

 

2. Expand the scope of possibility to truly harness your data 

The superpowers of this incredibly effective weapon forge a path to a wealth of benefits 

for your business: 

You’ll enjoy lower operational costs, increased sales, agility and flexibility, boosted SEO 

visibility, and most importantly - the gift of time. 

Time for you and your team to focus on strategic, high-level work that will grow your 

business. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ready to turbocharge your eCommerce business  

with automation? Let’s dive in.  
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Ways to Grow  
with Ecommerce Automation 
 

In this eBook we’ll touch on 4 major areas of your business you can boost with automation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let's take a look  
at the content process first. 
  

1 Content 
Process 
Automation 

●  Content Ideation and Planning 
●  Content Creation 
●  Content Translation 

2 Marketing 
Automation 

●  Email Marketing 
●  Social Media Campaigns 
●  Promotions 
●  AB testing 

3 Automated 
Personalization 

●  Personalized Product 
Descriptions 

●  Automated Loyalty 
Programs 

4 Automated 
Abandoned 
Cart Recovery 

●  Pre-Cart Abandonment 
Phase 

●  Post-Cart 
Abandonment Phase 
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Content Process  
Automation 
 

Of the many ways to harness the power of automation, using it in your content creation 

can be one of the most rewarding - saving you not only precious time, but huge parts of 

your budget that would normally be spent on manual content creation. 

Content Ideation and Planning 

Solid topic interest analysis is a part of any successful content marketing strategy. Tools 

like Google Search Console and Keyword Planner, Ubersuggest, and SEMRush help you 

analyze topic potential. 

Check out what keywords get the most traffic and how hard it is to rank for them, or find 

related phrases and long-tail keyword opportunities. 

Discover what kind of content websites that rank for these keywords are publishing - are 

they how-to blogs, lists of the best tools, etc.? 

 

Image source: Ubersuggest 
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Image source: Ubersuggest 

You can even run automated data analysis on your website as well as those of your 

competitors. This will show you attainable opportunities for keyword optimization and 

gaps in your ranked keywords compared to your competitors. You can automatically 

import this analysis into .CSV files and PDFs. 

 
Image source: Ubersuggest 
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Content Creation 

Welcome to a powerhouse of content 
automation: actually creating the content 
itself. NLP and Natural Language 
Generation (NLG) are impressively 
capable in this arena, helping huge 
eCommerce businesses produce the 
content that goes on their websites. 

Automatically generating content like 
product descriptions and category 
descriptions drastically reduces your 
need for fleets of copywriters. Other 
website content like meta descriptions 
and title tags can also be produced 
automatically - and all of this content can 
be tailored to fit your SEO keyword 
needs. 

Service providers like Xanevo produce 
the content you need from your product 
data. We specialize in creating your 
product copy in a highly customized way 
- based on your preferred brand voice 
and a foundational text created by 
professional copywriters. Our resultant 
content is indistinguishable from human-
written text and reproducible in many 
variations. 

This means your copy is always unique, 
SEO-optimized, agile and quickly 
adaptable to product changes. It is 
created quickly - without losing the 
quality achievable with manual 
copywriting.

 

Here’s how it works. 

Step 1: Data preparation 

Automated content creation technology uses product data as a foundation for your texts. 

For a dress, for example – what material, color, style, and length is it? This data gets 

organized into a consistent format. 

Step 2: Text concept creation 

Your content automation provider and professional copywriters work with you to define a 

text concept. This is a short, manually created framework from which your content is 

automatically generated. It’s where you define your preferred brand voice, structure, and 

keywords. 
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Step 3: Automated text generation  

Feed your organized product data and text concept into the content automation software. 

It uses natural language generation to automatically integrate them together. This gives 

you large volumes of written content all at once, with all your requirements included. 

 

Content Translation 

A key pillar of eCommerce growth is the ability to expand into global markets - and that 

means having content in multiple languages. Services like Weglot integrate smoothly into 

your website to provide an immediate groundwork of basic machine translation you can 

then modify manually.  
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If you choose to build your content creation capability with a content automation provider 
like Xanevo, it’s just one step from automating content in your base language to 
automating content in a new language. 

Professional translators convert your base text concept - a fraction of your overall 
content. This simple step means your text foundation is flawless in the new language 
(choose from up to 110 different languages). 

 
The rest of your content - thousands or tens of thousands of texts at a time - can then be 

produced in the new language.  

This content creation happens at the push of a button, and nails the cultural and linguistic 

nuance that machine translation often misses - enabling you to address your global 

customers in a natural way. 

 

Next, let’s take a look at how automation  
can transform your marketing. 
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Marketing Automation   

Email Marketing 

Pivotal to any eCommerce growth strategy is building and expanding a solid customer 
base. 

Regular communications like newsletters, seasonal publications, and other outreach help 
you keep your prospects informed - as well as demonstrate your expertise in your area. 

There are a wide variety of services out there to help you smoothly automate your email 
marketing, and really boost your efficiency as your subscriber lists and customer base 
grow. 

Merged mail features allow you to personalize content elements like subject lines, 
greetings, and even references to past interactions with your business. 

With the automation built into these platforms you can schedule your drip and nurture 
campaigns, and even track open rates and A/B test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s dig into a couple solutions below.  
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MailChimp 
MailChimp is one of the most popular email services out there, with a Customer Journey 

feature that’s great for drip campaigns. You can integrate logic into your campaign so the 

tool makes smart decisions about what to do next, based on the customer’s behavior. 

Triggers to start a Customer Journey can include customers signing up to your brand, 

being sent an email, buying a specific product, or even having a birthday.  

 

Image source: MailChimp 

 

 

Image source: MailChimp 
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If/else conditions and time delays can be used to move your contact along the journey and 

automatically send emails, group or ungroup them into various categories, add or remove 

tags, or update the contact’s information. 

 

 

Image source: MailChimp 

 

Woodpecker 
A main challenge for email marketers is the risk of their emails landing in spam. 

Woodpecker uses special algorithms to warm up your email address and build your 

sender reputation for spam filter avoidance and maximum deliverability. Integration with 

your inbox sends your emails and follow-ups directly from your mailbox in a human-like 

fashion, distributing bulk emails over time with a naturally randomized cadence. 

 

Image source: Woodpecker 
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Other data-focused Woodpecker functions for the email marketer include statistics 

tracking and A/B testing options. 

You can track how your emails were delivered, whether contacts opened them, and 

whether they clicked or responded. 

 

Image source: Woodpecker 

On the A/B testing side, you can Try out different subject lines or even entirely different 

emails and track how they perform relative to each other. 

 
Image source: Woodpecker 
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Social Media Campaigns 

Reliably consistent content and a regular presence on social media platforms build an 
active, productive reputation of your eCommerce business for the public. As you grow 
and expand into more channels with different types of content, automating your 
workflows helps you keep it all running smoothly. 

With tools like Buffer and Hootsuite, you can set up a content publishing schedule - 
essentially, a queue of content with predefined dates and times. These tools will even 
manage your content uploads in bulk across multiple platforms and measure its 
performance. 

 

Image source: Hootsuite 

If you’re unsure about the optimal cadence or timing, you can even get guidance on 

“when”, “where”, and “what” to post - including new distribution areas that can further 

improve your engagement.  
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Image source: Buffer 

 

Promotions 

Automation can be a great help in your promotional activities, as well. You can schedule 
sales by predetermining time periods for price drops, buy one get one free offers, seasonal 
deals, or free gifts. You can also implement smart, real-time discounts and customizations 
for your customers at checkout. 

Shopify Scripts is one such tool within the Shopify platform that allows you to tailor your 
checkout experience. You can automatically add personalized discounts, gifts with 
purchase, buy one get one offers, or show geographically based prices. You can also show 
tiered pricing based on bulk purchases or spending thresholds, or even special shipping 
options based on the customer. 
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Image source: Shopify Scripts 

 

A/B Testing 

Effective marketing always requires a healthy blend of creativity and optimization, and 
that means testing - lots and lots of testing. A consistent, scalable strategy is data-driven, 
through tweaking different marketing variables. Different versions of elements like layout, 
background color, headlines, product photos, and Calls-to-Action can be directly 
compared to find out which version converts better - this is an approach called split 
testing. 

Integrating split testing (also known as A/B testing) into your marketing strategy as an 
initiative helps you learn how to drive more website traffic and convert more of those 
visitors into leads. 

With A/B testing, the range of what you can test is limited only by your imagination. Small 
tweaks like CTA button color can cause sweepingly dramatic differences in your results, 
in the same way that big changes like entirely different landing pages can. 
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As a proper data king, Google has developed a range of products that enable A/B testing 

in various capacities. With Google Optimize you can run all sorts of tests on your website 

and app content - not just A/B testing, but multivariate and redirect tests too. It integrates 

with other Google solutions including Analytics and Ads for a comprehensive, efficient 

look at how your content performs. 

 

With Google’s Responsive Search Ads, you can create up to 15 headlines and 4 

descriptions that get put together in different ways for flexible, relevant ads. Over time, 

Google’s automated algorithm will test different combinations to learn which ones perform 

best for which kinds of customers so you can optimize your ad spend. 
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Automated Personalization 
The world of eCommerce is quite the competitive arena - and only becomes more 

competitive each day. Consequently, scaling in this environment means using every tool 

in the box to capture your customers’ attention with relevant information and compel them 

to keep coming back. 

eCommerce personalization strategy uses customer segmentation - the data-driven 

process of grouping customers according to common characteristics such as behaviors, 

purchase history, or demographics. 

Through metadata processing, segmentation enables you to craft and deliver real-time 

customized shopping experiences for each individual visitor. 

A dynamic way of showing the right content to the right customer at the right time, it’s one 

of the most powerful tools in a marketer’s toolbox. 

Personalized Product Descriptions 

Segmentation opens up a lot of possibilities when it comes to designing the customer 

journey. It can serve as an eCommerce proxy for your helpful in-person sales 

representative, recommending additional products for your customer to consider based 

on their profile and history with you. These can be products that are popular with other 

customers of similar profiles, or related products that are upsells or cross-sells. 

The actual product-related content you show your customers can be personalized, as 

well. For example, Xanevo can help you segment visitors based on whether they’re first-

timers, price-comparers, or have bought from you before. The product descriptions you 

then show your visitors can then be tailored to the different information that is most 

important and helpful to each visitor - with a message that directly addresses them. 

 

 

Let’s look at how this could work. 
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Here’s a default product description for a Blacksmith pastry fork. It’s generic and mentions 

style, use case, and care.  

 

One variation of this description could address first time visitors to your website. They 

may not know your brand - here, it could be helpful to share your brand values and 

distribution with them.  

 

Personalized first-time visitor description highlighting brand values and distribution 
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Another variation could be for price-comparers. Those who are looking at many different 

retailers may decide more easily if they understand your outstanding return policy. 

 

Price-comparer product description 

There are many other tools out there to help you with the processing you need to 

personalize. 

Überflip, for example, intelligently processes user data for segmentation, tracking, and 

smart filters. You can then dynamically automate user experiences like content 

recommendations across your website as you build your buyer journey. 

These personalized pathways help you connect better with your customer through more 

relevant content that’s based on user intent. 
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Automated Loyalty Programs 

Acquiring new customers costs 5-10x more 

than landing a repeat customer. This means 

a solid loyalty program is one of the best 

marketing and customer relationship 

investments you can make - and it can be 

part of your automated personalization 

strategy, too. 

With automation you can segment high-

value customers and make sure they get 

extra special care. Personalized messages, 

exclusive discounts or special shipping 

offers can all be conditionally automated 

based on the website visitor and help you 

keep those customers coming back. 

Yotpo allows you to build your own loyalty 

program from a range of features. Design 

your program with rewards like coupons, 

discounts, or free shipping, tier-based 

point systems, and additional real-time 

segmentation based on data like purchase 

dates and rewards redemptions. 
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Automated  
Abandoned Cart Recovery  
 

Every eCommerce business has experienced cart abandonment - visitors who browse, 

put items in their carts, and leave the site without purchasing. In fact, nearly 7 out of 10 

visitors abandon their carts - leading to $18 billion in lost revenue each year. That lost 

revenue contributes directly to what’s keeping your business from scaling. 

 

Fortunately, there are ways to address this issue during each of the 3 phases of cart 

abandonment - with the help of automation. 

Pre-Cart Abandonment 

During the Pre-Cart Abandonment Phase, while your visitors browse and discover, 

leverage both personalized product recommendations and personalized product 

descriptions (refer to the previous section). This helps craft a compelling shopping 

experience that speaks to your visitors individually. 
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Display of Abandonment Intent 
When your visitors are getting ready to bounce, they often leave hints aligned with Cart 

Abandonment Intent. These can be: 

• Quick mouse movement towards the upper-right corner to close the window 

• A long or inactive checkout 

• Highlighting the product name - this indicates intention to copy-paste it 

elsewhere and price compare 

With behavioral algorithms, your automated system can pick up on these hints and 

immediately re-engage visitors. 

There are a couple ways to do this. If visitors show abandonment intent through mouse 

movement, displaying messages or special offers with automated overlays can be 

effective. 

You can remind them they have something in their carts, or give them special offers like 

free shipping, initial purchase discounts, or vouchers. 

These overlays could be popups, or slide-ins and floating bars, as a less intrusive option. 

 

Additionally, if your visitors are taking disproportionately long to finish the checkout 

process, this could mean they are having problems or have gotten distracted. 

Engaging them with a live chat pop-up can redirect their attention to their carts and 

provide support to help them overcome those last purchase barriers. 
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Post-Cart Abandonment 

Despite all these measures, it’s unavoidable that some customers will still bounce, leaving 

unresolved carts. Automation in an omnichannel strategy is a comprehensive approach 

that can help you leverage the many ways in which your visitors engage with content. 

Email, web browsing, and social media all get their time in front of your visitors, and 

building a unified presence in each of these areas will reward you in the long run. 

 

When customers visit your website, you can use automation to later retarget them as they 

browse elsewhere - with personalized, relevant ads of products or services they’ve 

already shown interest in. 

Recovery email campaigns are also an important pillar of any effective omnichannel cart 

abandonment recovery strategy. These emails enjoy an average open rate of more than 

40%, with many businesses recovering anywhere from 3-5% of abandoned carts. 
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When crafting your recovery emails, taking certain 

measures will reward you with the most return. 

Catchy subject lines, clear CTAs, personalization, 

social proof, and a sense of urgency will all help you 

bring your cart abandoner back. 

Businesses have seen the highest returns on their 

recovery email campaigns when they don’t wait 

more than 1 hour after cart abandonment and use 

an optimized flow like this: 

Email 1: Cart reminder 30 mins after abandonment 

Email 2: Follow up 24-36 hours mins after 
abandonment 

Email 3: Discount/loyalty 
program highlight 72 hours after abandonment 

 

Taking advantage of our modern unyielding bond 

with our smartphones should also be a key part of 

your omnichannel strategy. 

Automated texts to visitors who have abandoned 

their carts are likely to be seen instantly - in a much 

more timely manner than emails. 

Your automated texts can include a link back to the 

customer’s abandoned cart, with all the items that 

were in it before. 

While traditional SMS texts are a first option for 

many, you can also leverage the strong user base 

of messaging apps like Facebook Messenger. 
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Recart can be used in tandem with your Shopify store for both SMS texts and 

Messenger.  
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Benefits of Scaling With 
eCommerce Automation 
 
As an eCommerce business, there is an ocean of opportunity in front of you. The industry 

is rapidly expanding and excitingly dynamic. Building efficient, error-free processes is 

crucial to grow and scale along with it. 

This is where eCommerce automation can help. 

Leverage today’s technology to take the multitudes of small, daily tasks and data 

processing off your hands. It frees up you and your teams to invest in the high level work 

that really matters, while the tedious tasks run themselves in the background. 

 

Through more efficient marketing, better customer service and personalization, 

eCommerce automation accelerates your growth in many ways: 

• Saves time and money 

• Boosts customer engagement and sales 

• Enables agile and flexible online shops 

• Allows you to shift your focus and resources to growth activities 

 

Ready to scale and start competing with the giants? 

Jump into the world of eCommerce automation. 

 

Your business - and your customers - will thank you.  
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If you’re intrigued by automating your content 

creation, translation, or content 

personalization, Xanevo is here to help. 

Book a free, no-strings-attached consultation 

call with one of our automation experts to find 

out if content automation is right for your 

individual business! 

 

 

 

 

 

Xanevo GmbH 

Reutestraße 58 

78467 Konstanz 

Germany 

Email: info@xanevo.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dozens of eCommerce giants trust us 

Get a Price 
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